Darwin formulated the principle of adaptation through natural selection without knowledge of genetics or use of mathematics. Since the 1930s, we know that phenotypes are shaped by differential propagation of alternative particulate alleles, but the modern synthesis with Mendelism hardly compromised the almost universal correctness of Darwin's interpretations of adaptive states. Since then, innumerable insights into genetic mechanisms and developmental pathways have been obtained, which turned biology into an increasingly data-driven science. This new understanding of the molecular complexity of life has made some believe that also a more elaborate theory of adaptation must be required. But why should Darwin's logic about adaptation be vulnerable to epigenetic or environmentallyinduced refi nements of particulate genetics after it survived the refutation of his not even partly correct idea of blending inheritance about a century ago? Key developments in the 1960s introduced a stringent gene's eye view of adaptation that remains compatible rather than at variance with increasingly complex molecular biology.
In 2014 [6, 7] and Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society [8] , in which he had proposed that the survival value of animal behavior needs to be studied independently of the complementary proximate mechanisms and phylogenetic history that affect behavior. These contributions from the early 1960s became foundations of the now well-established disciplines of behavioral ecology and phenotypic evolution, focal areas for the study of adaptation and social evolution that owe their scientifi c scaffolding to Tinbergen and their operational genecopy currency to Hamilton. However, the fi rst monograph that provided an overall synthesis was G.C. Williams' Adaptation and Natural Selection 
